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Abstract—Device-to-Device (D2D) communications play a key role in the next generation mobile communication networks and wireless systems (5G) and the Internet-of-Things (IoT) ecosystem. D2D group communications are significant for group based services. In spite of its benefits, new application scenarios and new system architecture expose the D2D group communications to unique security threats. Although there are numerous studies on security and privacy in two-user D2D communications, a lack of solutions on secure and privacy-preserving D2D group communications would restrict their wide usage. In this paper, we propose two Privacy-Preserving Authentication and Key Agreement protocols (PPAKA-HAMC and PPAKA-IBS) to guarantee secure and anonymous D2D group communications. In our protocols, a group of D2D users mutually authenticate with each other without leaking their identity information while negotiating a common D2D group session key for secure communications in a D2D session. Formal security analysis and comprehensive performance evaluation show security and effectiveness of our protocols.

Index Terms—Anonymous Authentication, Device-to-Device Communications, Key Agreement, Privacy Preservation

I. INTRODUCTION

Device-to-Device (D2D) communications were proposed as one of the promising technologies for communications in proximity. It is supposed to play as a key role in the next generation mobile communication networks and wireless systems (5G) [1, 2] and the Internet-of-Things (IoT) ecosystem [3, 4]. D2D communications have shown great potential for reducing communication delay, improving communication capability, as well as fostering multifarious new applications and services. D2D group communications is one of significant use cases to provide group based services, e.g., group gaming and group chatting.

While there are numerous benefits, new application scenarios and specific system architecture expose D2D communications into unique security and privacy threats [5]. User identity authentication and key agreement is one of the basic but significant security issues for establishing a secure communication channel between D2D devices. Some authentication and key agreement schemes [6-11] have been proposed for securing D2D communication sessions. But, they only addressed secure D2D communications between two users in the coverage of a Service Network (SN). D2D group communications have more complex security requirements compared with the two-user scenario, such as key agreement and management. So far, only few schemes have been proposed for secure group D2D communications. Recently, Hsu et al. [12, 13] proposed two protocols to provide secure D2D communications with group information anonymity. However, these protocols can only address secure communications between two users. The group anonymity is designed for protecting group information, not for group communication session establishment. They suffer from high performance overhead and cannot resist internal attacks raised by malicious users in the group.

Moreover, users in a group-based service show high concern on their privacy. It is obviously not wise to disclose user privacy, especially identity information to any strangers, even other users in a same group. In particular, group communication data should not be disclosed to any outsiders, including SN. Private information leakage may harm the safety of user properties. However, the current literature still lacks solutions on secure and privacy-preserving D2D group communications.

In this paper, we propose two Privacy-Preserving Authentication and Key Agreement protocols (PPAKAs) to establish secure and anonymous D2D group communications. In the proposed protocols, a group of D2D users, with the support of SN, mutually authenticate with each other without leaking their real identities, while at the same time they negotiate a common D2D group session key for secure communications in the group session. The contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows:

• We first propose a lightweight, provably secure against external attack and privacy-preserving authentication and key agreement protocol, named PPAKA-HMAC. It combines group key agreement with Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) and pseudonym management for secure and anonymous D2D group communications.

• We further propose an improved protocol, named PPAKA-IBS, by adopting Identity-Based Signature (IBS) instead of HMAC. It achieves authentication and key agreement to establish a secure D2D group communication session. Compared with PPAKA-HMAC, this protocol can resist internal attacks raised by malicious users.

• We apply pseudonym instead of real identity in both protocols in the establishment of a secure D2D group communications.
session to achieve privacy preservation. Only SN and user itself can map the pseudonym to its corresponding real identity. Different pseudonyms are generated by SN for pieces of User Equipment (UE) in different communication sessions.

- We conduct formal security analysis on both protocols to show their security features and provide extensive performance analysis and test to demonstrate our protocols’ effectiveness.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III describes the system model and design objectives. Section IV presents two PPAKA protocols, followed by their performance evaluation in Section V. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in the last section.

II. RELATED WORK

Authentication and key management in D2D communications have captured attention of researchers and practitioners recently. Many AKA schemes have been proposed [6-13]. Wang et al. [6] proposed a series of key agreement and authentication protocols that support user roaming and inter-operator communications. Sheng et al. [7] proposed a protocol to generate a shared secret key between two D2D devices for D2D communications based on Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE) [14]. Goratti et al. [8] proposed a security communication protocol to establish direct links among D2D devices by broadcasting beacon to nearby devices in order to authenticate and set up a communication session. Kwon et al. [9] proposed two protocols for D2D secure key establishment and authentication based on Bluetooth Pairing by applying Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [15]. Zhang et al. [10, 11] proposed two secure data sharing and transmission protocols for D2D communications in LTE-A. However, these schemes can only realize two-user D2D secure communications. They cannot ensure secure D2D group communications. Recently, Hsu et al. [12, 13] proposed two protocols to realize secure and group anonymous D2D communications. But these two protocols address the secure D2D communication establishment with group information anonymity for only two users. They failed to solve secure group session establishment.

Some key agreement protocols proposed in Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) [16-19], Vehicle Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) [20-22] and Sensor Networks (SNs) [23-25] are heuristic. However, these protocols in WBANs, VANETs and SNs address different scenarios from D2D group communications. The lack of secure and privacy-preserving solutions for D2D group communication would restrict the range of applications of D2D communications.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES

A. System Model

Fig. 1 shows a system model of D2D group communications. In the system, there are two kinds of entities: Service Network (SN) and D2D User Equipment (UE). Herein, UE is located within the wireless network coverage of SN and each UE has secure connection with SN via existing infrastructure. UE can discover other pieces of UE nearby and communicate with them via insecure connection. SN is responsible for user identity and key management, and D2D communication management. It generates and manages pseudonyms for UE, computes key pairs for UE and helps UE to establish D2D communication sessions. In our study, we assume that SN is honest but curious about the contents of D2D communications. It strictly follows protocol design to perform user and session management.

![Fig. 1 A System Model](image)

Our protocols are proposed based on the following D2D group communications scenario. Concretely, UEs in proximity want to establish a secure D2D communication group for the purpose of D2D group services. UEs should authenticate with each other and then negotiate a common session key, which should only be known by the group users in order to protect subsequent group communications. SN and non-group users have no knowledge of the session key and any group communication data. Furthermore, in the group communications, a user’s real identity should be prevented from leaking to other UEs in the same group and even users outside the group.

B. Design Objectives

In order to countermeasure and mitigate potential threats, several security and privacy features should be satisfied.

1) Authentication

Authentication is required for both a message and a sender. A message receiver should be able to make sure that the message it receives is the original message and is not tampered. Meanwhile, it should be able to check if the message sender is a legitimate user.

2) Identity Privacy Preservation

In the system, UE participates in the D2D group communications using its pseudonym. SN and other UEs cannot get the real identity from the pseudonym.

3) Group Communication Security

The communications of one D2D group session should be secured. Only the member UE in the group is able to access the communication data. Any UE outside the group, even SN is
unable to access the D2D group communication data and eavesdrop the communication in the group.

4) **Group Backward Secrecy**

For supporting dynamic group management, backward secrecy should be ensured so that new joining users cannot know previous group communication contents.

5) **Group Forward Secrecy**

Forward secrecy should be also ensured, so that the group user who has left the group will have no way to know future group communication contents.

**IV. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOLS**

In this section, we proposed two protocols to address the privacy-preserving authentication and key agreement issue in D2D group communications. The first protocol, named PPAKA–HMAC, achieves user identity anonymity, mutual authentication and session key agreement by combining group key agreement with HMAC and pseudonym management. It can defend against attacks raised by attackers outside of the D2D group. The second protocol, named PPAKA–IBS, improves PPAKA–HMAC by using IBS instead of HMAC. It can successfully resist internal attacks raised by malicious group users.

A. **PPAKA–HMAC**

In this section, we describe the first protocol PPAKA–HMAC. The detailed processes are illustrated in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, marked with yellow and green color.

1) **System Setup**

The following steps are executed by **SN** to generate system parameters:

- On input a security parameter \(1^k\), **SN** selects an appropriate system prime \(q\) and a multiplicative group \(G\) of order \(q - 1\) with generator \(g\). It also chooses a cryptographic hash functions: \(H_1: G \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_q^*\).

2) **User Registration**

**UE\(i\) with real identifier **RID\(i\) should firstly perform user registration with **SN** in order to get its pseudonym. The following steps should be performed in turns:

i. **UE\(i\) sends a registration request including its real identifier **RID\(i\) to **SN**.

ii. Once receiving the request and checking the eligibility of **UE\(i\) , **SN** generates a pseudonym **PID\(i\) for **UE\(i\). The pseudonym plays the same role as the real identity in authentication and secure communications, but can protect identify privacy. We define the form of pseudonym in our system as below:

\[ **PID\(i\) ≡ (Pseud, ExppiryTime), \]

where **expiryTime denotes the valid period of **PID\(i\).

iii. **SN** sends **PID\(i\) and system parameters to **UE\(i\) via a secure channel.

In addition, **SN** locally maintains a table to manage the related information of **UE\(i\), i.e., the real identity **RID\(i\) and the pseudonyms **PID\(i\).

3) **D2D Discovery**

For not losing generality, as shown in Fig. 3, we assume that \(n\) D2D users **UE\(1), **UE\(2), ..., **UE\(n\) with pseudonyms **PID\(1), **PID\(2), ..., **PID\(n\) discover each other through a D2D discovery process. For more details about a D2D discovery process, please refer to [26]. All UEs that want to establish a secure D2D communication group should anonymously authenticate each other and generate a secure group session key, which is described as below.

4) **Session Request**

In order to establish a secure D2D communication group, **UE\(i\) (\(i = 1, ..., n\)) sends a request message \(M_{req}^i\) about D2D group session establishment to **SN**, where the message is consist of the pseudonyms of **UE\(i\) and the other users discovered in the Discovery phase, which is showed as:

\[ M_{req}^i = (PID_1, PID_2, ..., PID_{i-1}, PID_{i+1}, ..., PID_n). \]

Herein, the pseudonyms of the other users in \(M_{req}^i\) are disordered. When **SN** receives the first request from **UE\(i\), it firstly checks the **expiryTime of **PID\(i\). If **PID\(i\) is out of date.

Otherwise, **SN** does the following:

i. **SN** starts a countdown to wait for the requests from other \(n - 1\) users included in \(M_{req}^i\). If not all requests are received before the countdown hits zero, **SN** halts this session and sends reject messages to all users whose requests have been received. The reject message contains the pseudonyms of the users whose requests have not been received by **SN**. Otherwise, **SN** creates a new D2D...
communication group session with identifier \( SID_t \), and orders all participating users into a ring structure using their pseudonyms. Suppose the ring of \( n \) users is \( R_{SID_t} = (PID_1, ..., PID_i, ..., PID_n) \), where \( PID_{i-1} \) and \( PID_{i+1} \) are respectively left and right neighbors of \( PID_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), \( PID_0 = PID_n \) and \( PID_{n+1} = PID_1 \).

ii. \( SN \) selects a random \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \) as HMAC key, \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \in G \).

iii. Then, \( SN \) replies to \( UE \) requests by sending a response message \( M_{SID_t}^{SP} \) to all group users, where \( M_{SID_t}^{SP} \) consists of group session information, i.e., the group session identifier \( SID_t \), the ring structure with participating users’ pseudonyms \( R_{SID_t} = (PID_1, ..., PID_n) \) and the shared HMAC key \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \) as follows:

\[
M_{SID_t}^{SP} = (SID_t, R_{SID_t}, K_{mac}^{SID_t})
\]

iv. \( SN \) stores group session information in a session management table locally.

5) **Session Establishment**

A two-round anonymous authentication and key agreement protocol is proposed in Fig. 4. It is elaborated by combining a secure group key agreement and HMAC in order to realize privacy preserving user authentication and group key generation.

**Round 1:** In this round, the users involved in the group compute their first group session key hints, which are used for the session key generation. In order to realize the authentication for user identity and message, the user attaches a HMAC code to each message it sends using HMAC key \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \). The following steps should be performed in turns: Upon receiving the response message \( M_{SID_t}^{SP} \) from \( SN \), \( UE_i (i = 1, ..., n) \) picks a random number \( x_i \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) and computes its first key hint \( x_i \). Then, it sets the first key agreement message \( M_i = SID_tPID_i|x_i \), where parameter “1” indicates the sequence of the message from \( UE_i \), and \( X_i \) is the first key hint. In order to support identity and message authentication, \( UE_i \) uses \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \) to compute the message authentication code HMAC of \( M_i \), which is denoted as HMAC \((M_i)\). Finally, \( UE_i \) sends \( M_i \) (HMAC \((M_i)\)) to \( UE_{i-1} \) and \( UE_{i+1} \), where \( UE_0 = UE_n \) and \( UE_{n+1} = UE_1 \).

**Round 2:** Upon receiving message \( M_{i-1} \) (HMAC \((M_{i-1})\)) from \( UE_{i-1} \) and \( M_{i+1} \) (HMAC \((M_{i+1})\)) from \( UE_{i+1} \), \( UE_i \) first checks if the session identities in \( M_{i-1} \) and \( M_{i+1} \) are same as the one it keeps, if the pseudonyms in \( M_{i-1} \) and \( M_{i+1} \) are within the valid period and if the sequence parameter are both “1”. If so, \( UE_i \) uses its own 

\( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \) to verify HMAC \((M_{i-1})\) and HMAC \((M_{i+1})\). Since \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \) is only known by the \( UE_i \) in session group \( SID_t \) and \( SN \), only \( UE_i \) in session \( SID_t \) can verify HMAC \((M_{i-1})\) and HMAC \((M_{i+1})\).

After a series of verifications, \( UE_i \) computes a left key \( K_{L}^{i} = x_i^{S_i} \), a right key \( K_{R}^{i} = x_i^{S_i} \) and its second key hint \( Y_i = Y_k^{G_k} \).

Then it sets the second key agreement message \( M_{i}' = SID_tPID_i|2|Y_i \) , computes the message authentication code HMAC \((M_{i}')\) of \( M_{i}' \) using \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \), and finally broadcasts \( M_{i}' \) (HMAC \((M_{i}')\)) to all the other group users \( UE_j \), where \( j = 1, 2, ..., n, j \neq i \).

**Key Generation:** Upon receiving all second key agreement messages \( M_{j}' \) (HMAC \((M_{j}')\)) from \( UE_j (j = 1, 2, ..., n, j \neq i) \), \( UE_i \) firstly verifies all message authentication code using its own \( K_{mac}^{SID_t} \). It accepts \( UE_j \) and \( M_{j}' \) if all verifications hold.

Finally, \( UE_i \) computes \( K_{R}^{i+1} = Y_{i+1} \cdot K_{R}^{i} \), \( K_{R}^{i+2} = Y_{i+2} \cdot K_{R}^{i+1} \), \( ..., K_{R}^{i+(n-1)} = Y_{i+(n-1)} \cdot K_{R}^{i+(n-2)} \) using its own right key \( K_{R}^{i} \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{R}^{i+1} &= Y_{i+1} \cdot K_{R}^{i} \\
K_{R}^{i+2} &= Y_{i+2} \cdot K_{R}^{i+1} \\
&\vdots \\
K_{R}^{i+(n-1)} &= Y_{i+(n-1)} \cdot K_{R}^{i+(n-2)}
\end{align*}
\]

Then \( UE_i \) verifies if \( K_{R}^{i+(n-1)} \) is the same as that of its own left key \( K_{L}^{i} \):

\[
K_{R}^{i+(n-1)} \equiv K_{L}^{i}
\]

If the verification fails, \( UE_i \) aborts; otherwise, \( UE_i \) computes the session key \( SSK_i^{SID_t} \),

\[
SSK_i^{SID_t} = K_{R}^{1} \cdot K_{R}^{2} \cdot ... \cdot K_{R}^{n}
\]

It is obvious that all honest users compute the same key \( SSK_i^{SID_t} = g^{x_1x_2x_3x_4...x_{n+1}} \).
Upon receiving all session key seeds from the group users, $SN$ compares if all seeds are equal. If so, $SN$ stores $Seed_{i}^{SID}$ in a session management table and activates this group session $SID$ by sending all group users an activation message. After receiving the activation message, all group users can securely communicate with each other in this session using $SSK_{i}^{SID}$.

### B. Security Analysis on PPAKA-HMAC

In this subsection, we discuss security issues of the proposed PPAKA-HMAC protocol according to our security objectives.

1) **Secure Session Key Establishment**

After successful protocol execution, a session key will be shared by all group members securely.

**Proof:** Our protocols are secure against both passive and active adversaries under Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. Herein, we assume that the adversaries are external attackers outside of the group. They are capable of eavesdropping (passive adversary), intercepting and modifying messages (active adversary). Our protocol proves secure key agreement protocol in [27]. We take advantage of HMAC instead of digital signature used in [27]. We assume that the adversaries are external attackers and cannot break the HMAC algorithm of HMAC. Using $\mathcal{A}$, we construct an algorithm $F$ to forges HMACs as follows: The forger $F$ simulates all oracle queries of $\mathcal{A}$ by executing protocol PPAKA-HMAC and obtaining the necessary information related to HMAC signature. If $\mathcal{A}$ ever outputs a new valid message HMAC pairing with respect to HMAC key $K_{SID}^{mac}$, $F$ outputs this pair as its forgery. The success probability of $F$ is

$$\text{Prob}[\text{Forge}] \leq Adv_{\text{HMAC}}(t^{'})$$

Thus, we can get the result of our proof following the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [27].

2) **Anonymous User Authentication**

**Proof:** In PPAKA-HMAC, $UE$ achieves anonymous authentication by verifying $HMAC(M_{j})$ from their neighbors and $HMAC(M_{j}^{'}$) from other UEs in the group. The UE compares the received $HMAC(M_{j})$ and $HMAC(M_{j}^{'}$) to the values computed by itself using its HMAC key $K_{SID}^{mac}$ got from $SN$. $K_{SID}^{mac}$ is a secret generated by $SN$ for each group session and is distributed to all group session members. Since the connections between $SN$ and UE are assumed secure, only the UE in the group has $K_{SID}^{mac}$ and can calculate $HMAC(M_{j})$ and $HMAC(M_{j}^{'}$) correctly. If the comparison between received ones and the calculated result is positive, the UE can authenticate that the received $HMAC(M_{j})$ and $HMAC(M_{j}^{'}$) are originated from an eligible UE in the group without revealing the real ID of it.

3) **Identity Anonymity**

**Proof:** Since each UE uses a pseudonym, which is generated and distributed by $SN$ randomly, instead of a real identity in the group communications, only $SN$ and UE itself can map the pseudonym with its real identity. The probability for an adversary to reveal the real identity behind the pseudonym is negligible. Thus, the identity privacy can be protected.

### 4) Discussion

PPKA-HMAC achieves secure session key agreement, user anonymous authentication and group privacy preservation. It can resist external attacks who do not have the HMAC key $K_{SID}^{mac}$. However, if a user inside the group does not follow the protocol honestly and behaves maliciously, the protocol is unable to resist the attacks raised by these malicious users. In order to resist internal attacks, we design the second protocol in the next section. For other security properties, like Internal Attack Resistance, Group Forward Secrecy, and Group Forward Secrecy, we will prove them in Subsection E.

### C. PPAKA-IBS

In this section, we propose the second protocol for secure group D2D communications with privacy-preservation. This protocol defends against internal attacks raised by malicious group users by taking advantage of IBS instead of HMAC.

The process of PPAKA-IBS is similar to PPAKA-HMAC except for some operations in each phase. For concise description, we present this protocol by emphasizing its difference from PPAKA-HMAC and omitting their common processes. The detailed procedures of PPAKA-IBS are illustrated in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, marked with blue and green color.

1) **System Setup**

$SN$ executes following operations to generate system parameters: On input a security parameter $1^k$, $SN$ generates a tuple $(G, G_{T}, q, g, g_{T} = e(g, g))$ as defined in [28]. Then $SN$ picks a random number $s \in \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{*}$ as a system master key and computes $K_{pub} = g^{s}$ as a system public key. It also chooses three cryptographic hash functions: $H_{1}: \mathbb{Z}_{q} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_{q}, H_{2} : \{0,1\}^{*} \rightarrow \mathbb{G}$ and $H_{3} : \{0,1\}^{*} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_{q}^{*}$. Finally, $SN$ keeps $s$ secretly and publishes the system parameters $\text{parmas} = \{G, G_{T}, q, g, g_{T}, e, K_{pub}, H_{1}, H_{2}, H_{3}\}$.

2) **User Registration**

In this phase, $UE_{i}$ registers into $SN$ with its real identifier $RID_{i}$ just like the processes in PPAKA-HMAC except that $UE_{i}$ gets an extra public/private key pair from $SN$. The detail of this extra operation is shown as follows:

After generating pseudonym $PID_{i}$ for $UE_{i}$, $SN$ computes the public/private key pair associating with $PID_{i}$ for $UE_{i}$, where public key $PK_{i} = H_{2}(PID_{i}) \in G$ and private key $SK_{i} = PK_{i}^{s} \in G$. Then, $SN$ sends $PID_{i}$, the corresponding key pair $PK_{i}/SK_{i}$ and the system parameters $\text{parmas}$ to $UE_{i}$ via a secure channel and stores information of $UE_{i}$, which includes $RID_{i}, PID_{i}$ and $PK_{i}/SK_{i}$.

3) **D2D Discovery**

The D2D Discovery phase is the same as the operations in PPAKA-HMAC.
4) Session Request

In this phase, $UE_i$ sends a request message to $SN$ for D2D group session establishment and gets session related information from $SN$. The process of this phase is similar to PPAKA-HMAC except that $SN$ does not generate the HMAC key $k_{SQT}^{mac}$ for all users in the group. So, the response message $M_{SID}^{rsp}$ in PPAKA-IBS only consists of the group session identifier $SID_i$ and the ring structure of group users’ pseudonyms $P_{SID_i} = \{PID_1, ..., PID_n\}$, which is described as follows:

$$M_{SID}^{rsp} = (SID_i, P_{SID_i}).$$

Moreover, related information of group session, which does not contain any HMAC key, is stored in the session management table by $SN$ locally.

5) Session Establishment

Just like PPAKA-HMAC, a two-round anonymous authentication and key agreement protocol is proposed for session establishment. However, IBS is used instead of HMAC to achieve user identity authentication in PPAKA-IBS.

In Round 1 phase, $UE_i$ generates its first key hint $X_i = g^{\gamma_i}$ and first key agreement message $M_i = SID_i|PID_i|1|X_i$, which is the same as the operation in PPAKA-HMAC. Next, $UE_i$ signs $M_i$ instead of generating the HMAC of $M_i$ before sending it to its two neighbors $UE_{i-1}$ and $UE_{i+1}$. The signature signing is performed as below:

i. Hash $M_i$: $h_i = H_3(M_i)$;

ii. Compute the signature of $M_i$ as $\sigma_i = PK_i^{\delta_i} \cdot SK_i^{h_i}$ using its key pair $PK_i/SK_i$ and random number $x_i$.

Finally, $UE_i$ sends $M_i$ to $UE_{i-1}$ and $UE_{i+1}$, where $UE_0 = UE_n_i, UE_{n+1} = UE_1$.

In Round 2 phase, signature verification is performed by $UE_i$ to verify the correctness of signatures. But in PPAKA-HMAC, HMAC is used for authentication. The detailed processes are presented below:

Upon receiving $M_{i-1}|\sigma_{i-1}$ from $UE_{i-1}$ and $M_{i+1}|\sigma_{i+1}$ from $UE_{i+1}, UE_i$ first checks if the session identities in $M_{i-1}$ and $M_{i+1}$ are same as the one it keeps, if the pseudonyms in $M_{i-1}$ and $M_{i+1}$ are within the valid period and if the sequence parameter are both “1”. If so, $UE_i$ performs signature verifications as blow:

i. Compute $UE_j$’s public key $PK_j = H_2(PID_j)$, where $j = i - 1, i + 1$;

ii. Compute $h_j = H_3(M_j)$;

iii. Verify $e(g, \prod e(PK_j, X_j \cdot K_{pub}^{h_j}))$, accepts $UE_j$ and $M_j$ if the verification equation holds.

After a series of verifications, $UE_i$ computes the left key $K_i^{L} = X_i^{\delta_i}$, the right key $K_i^{R} = X_i^{\gamma_i}$ and its second key hint $Y_i = \frac{K_i^{R}}{K_i^{L}}$. Then, it sets the second key agreement message $M_i' = SID_i|PID_i|2|Y_i$ and signs $M_i'$ as below:

i. Pick a random value $y_i \in \mathbb{Z}_q$;

ii. Compute $U_i' = g^{y_i}, h_i' = H_3(M_i', U_i')$, and $V_i' = PK_i^{y_i} \cdot SK_i^{h_i'}$;

iii. Sign a signature on message $M_i'$ as $\sigma_i' = (U_i', V_i').$

Finally, $UE_i$ broadcasts $M_i'|\sigma_i'$ to all the other group users $UE_j$, where $j = 1, 2, ..., n, j \neq i$.

In Key Generation as shown in Fig. 4, upon receiving all second key agreement messages $M_i'|\sigma_i'$ from $UE_j$ ($j = 1, 2, ..., n, j \neq i$), $UE_i$ firstly verifies all signatures in a batch as below:

i. Compute $UE_j$’s public key $PK_j = H_2(PID_j)$;

ii. Compute $h_i' = H_3(M_i'|U_i')$;

iii. Verify $e(g, \prod e(PK_j, U_j' \cdot K_{pub}^{h_j})$ and accept $UE_j$ and $M_j$ if the verification equation holds.

After verification, $UE_i$ computes the session key $SSK_i^{SID_i}$ the same as PPAKA-HMAC does.

b) Group Session Activation

The group session activation is the same as that of PPAKA-HMAC.

D. Key Update

Due to the dynamism of a D2D group session, the session key should be updated when the session status changes. We categorize the status change into four scenarios, in which the group session key should be updated:

Scenario 1: In this scenario, the session key is expired before the group session membership changes. There are no new users joining into the group and no group members leaving the group. In this case, $SN$ selects a random $r'$ and sends it to all group users via secure channels. Upon receiving $r'$, the group members generate a new session key by hashing the current session key $SSK_i^{SID_i}$ with $r'$, i.e., $SSK_i^{SID_i'} = H_1(r', SSK_i^{SID_i})$.

Group Session Activation can be applied to initiate the usage of the new session key. Each member sends the new seed $Seed_i^{SID_i'}$ of the new session key to $SN$ to check and active the new group session.

Scenario 2: In this scenario, the group membership is changed before the session key is expired. One or a set of group members leave from the group but no new user joins. In this case, the leaving group members report $SN$ about their leaving. $SN$ removes them from the group and selects a new random $r'$ and sends it to all group members remaining in the group via secure channels. Once receiving $r'$, each member computes the new session key by hashing current session key with $r'$, i.e., $SSK_i^{SID_i'} = H_1(r', SSK_i^{SID_i})$. After the new session key generation, Group Session Activation is performed to activate the new session.

Scenario 3: In this scenario, the group membership is changed before the session key is expired. Some new users join the group communications with no group member leaving. There are two sub-scenarios based on the number of new joint users.

i. If only one new user joins the group, it firstly reports $SN$ about its join. $SN$ informs group members the join of the new user and selects a random $r'$ and sends it to group members. Upon receiving $r'$, group members update session key by hashing the current session key $SSK_i^{SID_i}$ with
r', which is computed as $S_{\text{SID}_i} = H(r', S_{\text{SID}_i})$. The new member communicates with one of original group members to build a temporal secure channel using DHKE.

Then the new member gets the new session key $S_{\text{SID}_i}$ from the original group member through the secure channel.

ii. If there are more than one new users join the group, they firstly report $SN$ about their join. $SN$ informs group members the join of new users and selects a random $r'$ and sends it to group members. These new users firstly establish a secure group by adopting our protocols under the control of $SN$. After the new group building up, one user in the new group communicates with one of original group members to build a temporal secure channel using DHKE. Then the new member gets the new session key $S_{\text{SID}_i}$ from the original group member through the secure channel. Thus, the new group can merge into the original group with a new common session key $S_{\text{SID}_i}$.

After the new session key generation and new users join, Group Session Activation is performed to activate the new session.

Scenario 4: In this scenario, the group membership is changed before the session key is expired. Some new users join the group communications with some old group members leaving. In this case, we apply the approach described in Scenario 2 first to set up a new group that keeps the rest old group members. Then, we apply the approach used in Scenario 3 to allow the new members to join the above new group.

E. Security Analysis on PPAKA-IBS

In this subsection, we discuss security issues of the proposed PPAKA-IBS protocol according to our security objectives.

1) Internal Attack Resistance

PPAKA-IBS can resist malicious users to launch impersonation attacks in the group. It is able to trace the user who did not follow the protocol and reveal the real identity linked to its pseudonym.

Proof: We prove the internal attack resistance of PPAKA-IBS by following the idea of [29] in a Universal Composability (UC) framework [30].

Claim 2: The construction of PPAKA-IBS achieves the security requirement of Authenticated Key Exchange Universal Composability (AKE-UC) compiler proposed in [29].

Proof of Claim:

In Initialization Phase of the compiler, each player generates long-term verification/signing keys. Similarly, in our protocol, D2D users get their public/private key pairs from $SN$ in the user registration phase. In the session establishment phase of our protocol, $UE_i$ generates key hints $X_i$, $Y_i$ and session key $SSK_{\text{SID}_i}$ using some public parameters, e.g., $g$, and private information, e.g., $X_i$. These operations satisfy the definition in AKE-UC compiler, i.e.,

$$ack_i = F_{sk_i}(v_0)$$
$$s_{k_i'} = F_{sk_i}(v_1),$$

where $v_0$ and $v_1$ are two public parameters, $F$ is a collision-resistant Pseudo Random Function (PRF), $sk_i$ is private information of $UE_i$. In our protocol, $v_0 = v_1 = g$, $ack_i$ indicate key hints $X_i$, $Y_i$ and $s_{k_i'}$ indicate the session key $SSK_{\text{SID}_i}$.

Then, a signature is signed in the compiler to generate a signature for authentication as follows:

$$\sigma_i \leftarrow \text{Sign}_{sk_i}(UE_i, \text{SID}_i, \text{PID}_i, \text{ack}_i),$$

where $sk_i$ is the private key of $UE_i$. In PPAKA-IBS, $UE_i$ signs $M_i$ and $M_i'$ using its private key and sends $\sigma_i$ and $\sigma_i'$ to other $UE$s for authentication. PPAKA-IBS achieves the security requirement of AKE-UC compiler.

2) Group Backward Secrecy

Since both of our two protocols support dynamic group management. Backward secrecy should be ensured that new joining users are unable to know previous session key.

Proof: In our protocols, if one user joins the group, a key update algorithm will be triggered to generate a new session key for the new group, as Scenario 3 described in Subsection D. Since the new session key is generated by hashing the previous session key and a random getting from $SN$, i.e., $SSK_{\text{SID}_i} = H(r', SSK_{\text{SID}_i})$, only the users in the group can generate the new session key. If a new user joins the group, a secure channel is built up between it and a group member, then the new key is transmitted to the new user. The new user has no knowledge of previous session key and the random. The hardness of breaking the group backward secrecy of our protocols can be reduced to breaking hash function.

3) Group Forward Secrecy

Forward secrecy ensures that the group user who have left the group session will have no ability to get the further session key.

Proof: In our protocols, after a group user left, it is hard for it to infer the new session key from the previous session key owned by it. Since the new session key is generated by hashing the previous session key and a random getting from $SN$, i.e., $SSK_{\text{SID}_i} = H(r', SSK_{\text{SID}_i})$, it’s impossible for the leaving user and other attackers to get the random $r'$ from $SN$. The random is only distributed by $SN$ to the users that are still in the D2D group via security channels. Thus, the hardness of breaking the group forward secrecy of our protocols can be reduced to break the security channel between $SN$ and users and the hardness of the hash function.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we firstly analyze the performance of our protocols in terms of computation complexity and communication cost. Then, we simulate the proposed protocols, evaluate their performance and compare it with related works [10, 13] to demonstrate their effectiveness.

A. Performance Analysis

We analyze the efficiency of our protocols in terms of the computation complexity and communication overhead, respectively.

1) Computation Complexity
TABLE I COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY OF PPAKAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Computation Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SN System Setup</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>1<em>Rand + 1</em>Exp</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN User Registration</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>N(1<em>Hash + 1</em>Exp)</td>
<td>(O(N))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE Session Request</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>1*Rand</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE Session Establishment --Round 1</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>1<em>Rand + 3</em>Exp + 1<em>Hash + 1</em>Mul</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>2<em>Exp + 3</em>Hmac + 1*Mul</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE Session Establishment --Round 2</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>(n-1)*Hmac + (2n-2)*Mul</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>(2n-2)*Hash + (n-1)*Exp + (n-1)*Pair + (5n - 7)*Mul</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE Group Session Activation</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>1*Hash</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>1*Hash</td>
<td>(O(1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (SN+UE)</td>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>2<em>Rand + 3</em>Exp + (5+n)*Hmac + (2n-1)<em>Mul + 1</em>Hash</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>3<em>Rand + (n+10)<em>Exp + 5n</em>Mul + 2n</em>Hash + (n-2)*Pair</td>
<td>(O(n))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeDS [10]</td>
<td>(n^4(n-1)/2(3Rand + 8<em>Exp + 2</em>Hash + 4*Pair))</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-GD2C [13]</td>
<td>(n^4(n-1)/2(8<em>Exp + 14</em>Hash + 2<em>Mul + 3</em>Pair))</td>
<td>(O(n^2))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rand, Exp, Hash, Hmac, Mul and Pair denote random selection, exponent operation, hash function operation, HMAC operation, multiplication and pair operation, respectively. N is the number of registered users in the system. \(n\) is the number of users participating in the D2D group.

TABLE II COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Communication Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPAKA-HMAC</td>
<td>97*n^2+189n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAKA-IBS</td>
<td>97*n^2+229n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeDS</td>
<td>(n^4(n-1)/2<em>306=153</em>n^2-153n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA-GD2C</td>
<td>(n^4(n-1)/2<em>845=422</em>n^2-422)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the two proposed protocols, both involve two types of system entities: UE and SN. We analyze the computation cost of each, respectively. In both protocols, SN is in charge of the system setup, user registration and session request. But the computation overheads of system setup and user registration in PPAKA-HMAC and session request in PPAKA-IBS are constant and trivial, we ignore the computation cost of these operations in our analysis. TABLE I shows the concrete analysis on computation operations and complexity of both protocols. We can see from the table that the computation complexity of User Registration in protocol PPAKA-IBS is \(O(N)\), which means the computation overhead of SN increases with the number of registration users in the system. In User Registration, PPAKA-HMAC shows advanced computation performance since its computation complexity in this phase is \(O(1)\). In Session Establishment – Key Generation phase, the computation complexity of both PPAKA-HMAC and PPAKA-IBS is \(O(n^2)\), which means the computation overhead of each UE for key generation increases with number of users join in the D2D group. We compared our protocols with SeDS [10] and NA-GD2C [13] that are used in a similar application scenario to our protocols, shown in TABLE I. Since both SeDS and NA-GD2C were proposed to address two-user D2D communications, we assume that if \(n\) D2D users want to communicate with each other, \(\frac{n(n-1)}{2}\) two-user D2D communication sessions should be established. So, the computation complexity of SeDS and NA-GD2C are both \(O(n^2)\), but both of our protocols’ is \(O(n)\).

2) Communication Overhead

In order to analyze the communication cost introduced by the proposed protocols, we first define the size of each parameter transferred in the protocols. We set the size of both RID and PID as 16 bytes, SID as 8 bytes. For \(K_{pubS}, K_{macS}, PK_i, SK_i\), \(X_i/SID_i, \sigma_i/\sigma'_i\) and \(SK_i/SID_i\), their sizes are all set as 20 bytes. We classify the communication overhead into two types, i.e., the communications between SN and UE and the communications among UEs. We analyze the communication overhead in each phase. In the User Registration phase, communication overhead in PPAKA-HMAC is 60 bytes, which is less than PPAKA-IBS. The reason is that in PPAKA-IBS, each UE gets its key pair from SN and each key is 20 Bytes. However, \(P_{pub}\), which is 20 Bytes, is not needed in PPAKA-HMAC. Another difference occurs in the Session Request phase. UE in PPAKA-HMAC gets an extra HMAC key from SN, thus the communication overhead between SN and UE in PPAKA-HMAC is 20 Bytes more than PPAKA-IBS. We can observe that in both protocols, the communication overheads in all phases increase with the growth of the number of users in the group. Except for the communication overhead in session request and in Round 2, all other overheads are linearly related to the number of users. In the session request phase, for each UE, the overhead between SN and UE is (32n+28) in PPAKA-HMAC and (32n+8) in PPAKA-IBS. In Round 2, each UE sends its key agreement message and signatures to other \(n-1\) pieces of UE. The total size of one message and signature is 65 bytes, thus the communication overhead of each UE is 65(n-1) bytes and the overhead of the whole system is 65n(n-1) bytes, which is linearly changed with \(n^2\). We summarize the whole communication overhead of our protocols and compare them with SeDS and NA-GD2C in TABLE II. As described previously, we multiply \(\frac{n(n-1)}{2}\) by the actual overhead of SeDS and NA-GD2C to simulate \(n\) users D2D communications. The result shows that our two protocols have lower communication overhead than existing two protocols. PPAKA-HMAC performs better than PPAKA-IBS with regard to communication overhead.
B. Simulation and Evaluation

Furthermore, we simulated the proposed protocols and tested their performance on a laptop. The laptop runs 32-bit CentOS Linux 6.0 with 2.5 GHz Inter Core i5 Quad-processor CPU and 2GB RAM [6]. Herein, we applied PBC [31] for algebraic operations and OpenSSL [32] for secure communication transmission.

We tested the operation time of five main steps in our protocols, which are System Setup, User Registration, Round 1, Round 2 and Session Key Generation. Since the user number of a D2D group affects the operation time of different steps, we set the group size (user number) from 5 to 100 with 5 as an increment. In these five main steps, the execution of System Setup, Round 1 and Round 2 are not affected by the number of group users. The computation cost for these three setups are constant, which are about 15.6 millisecond (ms), 12.6ms and 22.7ms in PPAKA-HMAC and 23.6ms, 15.8ms, 65.2ms in PPAKA-IBS. In these operations, the most expensive operation is signature verification in Round 2. In PPAKA-HMAC, the operation time of HMAC verification is about 8.0ms. In PPAKA-IBS, it takes about 43.1ms to verify two signatures in an aggregated way. If there is no batch verification applied, the operation time of one signature verification is about 24.4ms and about 48.8ms for two.

We also tested the performance of User Registration and Session Key Generation. As shown in Fig. 5, the black line denotes the change of operation time of user registration in PPAKA-IBS. It increases linearly with the number of users registered into the system. The performance of Session Key Generation can be analyzed from two parts: verification and key generation. The blue line in Fig. 5 shows the operation time of HMAC verification in PPAKA-HMAC. The red line and green line show the operation time of signature verification with or without aggregation in PPAKA-IBS. The results show that PPAKA-HMAC has better performance than PPAKA-IBS. Batch verification can reduce the cost in signature verification to some extent. The performance of key generation operation in Session Key Generation is lightweight comparing with signature verification. Its cost increases linearly from 0.14ms to 3.47ms when the number of users increases from 5 to 100. The reason is that only a few multiplication operations are performed in the key generation compared with the signature verification, which consists of many pairing operations.

We further compared the performance of our protocols with SeDS [10] and NA-GD2C [12] in Fig. 6. The results demonstrate that our designed protocols perform much more efficient than SeDS and NA-GD2C. According to our theoretical analysis, the operation time of our protocols increases linearly with the number of group members. However, the operation time of SeDS and NA-GD2C increases with complexity $O(n^2)$, which performs much worse than our two protocols. PPAKA-HMAC achieves the best computational efficiency among these four protocols because of the usage of HMAC. PPAKA-IBS provides optimal security but with a tradeoff on performance.

We also evaluated the performance of key update of our protocols. In Scenario 1, key update is conducted due to old key expiration and the operation time of new key generation is constant about 17.8ms, which is not related to the number of group members. Fig. 7 shows the operation time of key update in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. In Scenario 2, key update is caused by member leaving. The operation time of key update in this scenario is also constant without changing with the number of leaving members. This is because that no matter how many
members leave the group, the operation of key update for remaining members is running a hash function. In Scenario 3, key update is caused by user joining. Fig. 7 shows the change of operation time of key update with the number of joining users in both PPAKA-HMAC and PPAKA-IBS. We can see that the operation time of both protocols increases linearly with the number of joining users except one user joining case. The reason is that, in one user joining case, the joining user joins the group by only conducting DHKE with one existing member. No new group is built. When more than one users join the group, a new group should be built firstly, which makes the operation time increases linearly with the number of joining users. In Scenario 4, since the operations for old member leaving and new user joining are independent and operated in turn, the operation time of key update in this scenario is the addition of that in Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. Thus, it is not shown in Fig. 7.

With regard to the success rate of group session establishment, we think it is meaningful to test it in a real D2D communication system since it is impacted by many factors in reality (e.g., environmental factors, bandwidth, available spectrum, battery level and computation capacity of UE, etc.). Some important impact factors are not related to protocol design. This paper work focuses on secure D2D group communication protocol design. Security and operation performance evaluation is our focus.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed two privacy-preserving authentication and key agreement protocols for group D2D communications. The first protocol PPAKA-HMAC helps a group of D2D users establish a secure D2D group session without leaking their identity privacy. It is secure against external malicious attackers with lightweight operations. The second protocol PPAKA-IBS can establish secure D2D group communications by providing better security than PPAKA-HMAC in terms of resisting internal attacks. Formal security analysis and extensive experimental test showed the security, efficiency and effectiveness of our protocols.

With regard to future work, we will further test the success rate of group session establishment in a 5G D2D communication test bed in order to evaluate the real applicability of our proposed protocols.
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